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Oral History Interview with Roger Schnaitter 
on April 6, 2016

Conducted by Meg Miner, Illinois Wesleyan Archivist

00:00:50 - Roger Schnaitter introducing himself and his time at IWU
00:02:11 - Schnaitter discussing IWU history in the time he started
00:07:19 – Schnaitter on Eleanor coming to IWU and her impact
00:48:10 - Schnaitter discussing how Cabinet has power
00:52:53 - Schnaitter discussing Minor's dedication to campaigning for the University
00:56:46 - Schnaitter on what a university president is and what he/she should do
01:14:55 - Schnaitter discussing how Minor ran Cabinet meetings
01:24:41 - Schnaitter discussing the origin of CARP
01:27:46 - Schnaitter on the formation of CUPP
01:28:43 - Schnaitter on Minor's actions during CUPP meetings in relation to Cabinet meetings
01:38:25 - Schnaitter discussing thoughts on Minor before he became president
01:54:46 - Schnaitter on theory of Minor having attention deficit disorder
02:15:48 - Schnaitter on Minor's passions
02:41:21 - Schnaitter discussing Clayton and his relationship with Minor
02:57:26 - Schnaitter on being a collector
03:19:27 - Schnaitter on Minor's collecting habits
03:27:49 - Schnaitter comparing his collecting to Minor's
03:41:40 - Schnaitter on auctioning Minor's collection